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Washington State Forest Practice Board Re:  PHB Recommendation 

P.O. Box 47012    

Olympia, WA  98504-7012            

 

Chairman Bernath and Members of the Board: 

 

I’m Ken Miller, competently representing thousands of SFLOs that are unable to 

comprehend  this whole PHB and FHAM debate over last decade, including most of 

yesterday. 

 

Whatever the end result I hope you understand and agree the SBEIS must recognize the 

disproportionate impact of such complexity.  Technical Assistance to actually do the 

stream typing for smalls should be a minimum requirement if we continue to make these 

processes ever more complex. 

 

SFLOs tend to be lower in the watershed with flatter ground most likely to be 

disproportionately impacted by whatever you do – the same ground Jim Peters just talked 

about needing for salmon.  Portions of our lands were likely a matrix of small stream 

channels and wetlands used by fish before the European settlers cleared the timber and 

dug drainage ditches. Some of these drainage ditches are often still used by fish, but the 

original fish habitat has been changed.  Ever increasing regulation and complexity 

increases the likelihood these lands will be converted again to “highest and best use” 

housing developments.  Other factors besides buffers affect loss of habitat. 

 

Even if you clearly understand all this and could apply current or new prescriptions on 

the ground yourself we appreciate your putting yourself in our shoes during your 

deliberations. We presume you will have an opportunity to deal with these SFLO issues 

later in the rule making process - if you go there.   

 

After just hearing the Westside Tribal comments about Salmon I want to remind folks 

that SFLOs supported Forest & Fish because we naively thought we were just protecting 

salmon and tribal fishing heritage.  The disconnect, or room for compromise, is around 

how much protection is appropriate for our smaller harvests, streams, and living up to the 

F&F commitments to SFLOs. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Ken Miller 

11801 Tilley Road S. 

Olympia, WA  98512 


